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Continued from first part: Total Losses in Power Distribution & Transmission Lines (1)
There are two types of transmission and distribution losses:
1. Technical losses (explained in previous part)
2. Non-technical losses (commercial losses)

2. Non-technical (commercial losses)
Non-technical losses are at 16.6%, and related to meter reading, defective meter and error in meter reading,
billing of customer energy consumption, lack of administration, financial constraints, and estimating unmetered
supply of energy as well as energy thefts.

Main reasons for non-technical losses
1. Power theft
Theft of power is energy delivered to customers that is not measured by the energy meter for the

customer.
Customer tempers the meter by mechanical jerks, placement of powerful magnets or disturbing the disc rotation
with foreign matters, stopping the meters by remote control.

2. Metering inaccuracies
Losses due to metering inaccuracies are defined as the difference between the amount of energy actually
delivered through the meters and the amount registered by the meters.
All energy meters have some level of error which requires that standards be established. Measurement Canada,
formerly Industry Canada, is responsible for regulating energy meter accuracy.
Statutory requirements are for meters to be within an accuracy range of +2.5% and – 3.5%. Old technology
meters normally started life with negligible errors, but as their mechanisms aged they slowed down resulting in
under-recording. Modern electronic meters do not under-record with age in this way.
Consequently, with the introduction of electronic meters, there should have been a progressive reduction in meter
errors. Increasing the rate of replacement of mechanical meters should accelerate this process

3. Unmetered losses for very small load
Unmetered losses are situations where the energy usage is estimated instead of measured with an energy meter.
This happens when the loads are very small and energy meter installation is economically impractical.
Examples of this are street lights and cable television amplifiers.

4. Unmetered supply
Unmetered supply to agricultural pumps is one of the major reasons for commercial losses. In most states, the
agricultural tariff is based on the unit horsepower (H.P.) of the motors. Such power loads get sanctioned at the low
load declarations.
Once the connections are released, the consumers increasing their connected loads, without obtaining necessary
sanction, for increased loading, from the utility. Further estimation of the energy consumed in unmetered supply
has a great bearing on the estimation of T&D losses on account of inherent errors in estimation.
Most of the utilities deliberately overestimate the unmetered agricultural consumption to get higher subsidy
from the State Govt. and also project. reduction in losses. In other words higher the estimates of the unmetered
consumption, lesser the T&D loss figure and vice versa.
Moreover the correct estimation of unmetered consumption by the agricultural sector greatly depends upon the
cropping pattern, ground water level, seasonal variation, hours of operation etc.

5. Error in Meter Reading
Proper calibrated meter should be used to measure electrical energy. Defective energy meter should be replaced
immediately. The reason for defective meter are burning of meters, burn out terminal box of meter due to heavy

load, improper C.T.ratio and reducing the recording, improper testing and calibration of meters.

6. Billing problems
Faulty and untimely serving bill should be main part of non-technical Losses.
Normal complain regarding billing are not receipt of bill, late receipt of bill, receiving wrong bill, wrong meter
reading, wrong tariff, wrong calculations.
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How to reduce technical losses?
1. Converting LV Line to HV Line
Many distribution pockets of low voltage (430V) in town are surrounded by higher voltage feeders. At this lower
voltage, more conductor current flows for the same power delivered, resulting in higher I2R losses.
Converting old LV (430V) feeders to higher voltage the investment cost is high and often not economically
justifiable, but if parts of the LV (430V) primary feeders are in relatively good condition, installing multiple stepdown power transformers at the periphery of the 430 volt area will reduce copper losses by injecting load current
at more points (i.e., reducing overall conductor current and the distance traveled by the current to serve the load).

2. Large Commercial / Industrial Consumer get direct Line from Feeder
Design the distribution network system in such a way that if it is possible than large consumer gets direct power
line from feeder.

3. Adopting high voltage distribution service (HVDS) for agricultural customer
In high voltage direct service (HVDS), 11KV line direct given to cluster of 2 to 3 agricultural customer for
agricultural pump set and employed small distribution transformer (15KVA) for given these 2 to 3 customer
through smallest (almost negligible) LT distribution lines.
In HVDS there is less distribution losses due to minimum length of distribution line, high quality of power supply
with no voltage drop, less burn out of motor due to less voltage fluctuation and good quality of power, to avoid
overloading of transformer.

4. Adopting arial bundle conductor (ABC)
Where LT line are not totally avoidable use Arial Bundle Conductor to minimize faults in lines, to avoid direct
theft from line (tampering of line).

5. Reduce number of transformer
Reduce the number of transformation steps. Transformers are responsible for almost half of network
losses. High efficiency distribution transformers can make a large impact on reduction of distribution losses.

6. Utilize feeder on its average capacity
By overloading of distribution feeder distribution losses will be increase.
The higher the load on a power line, the higher its variable losses. It has been suggested that the optimal average
utilization rate of distribution network cables should be as low as 30% if the cost of losses is taken into account.

7. Replacements of old conductor / cables
By using the higher the cross-section area of conductor / cables the losses will be lower but the same time cost will
be high so by forecasting the future load an optimum balance between investment cost and network losses should
be maintained.

8. Feeder renovation / Improvement program
Reconductoring of transmission and distribution line according to load.
Identification of the weakest areas in the distribution system and strengthening /improving them.
Reducing the length of LT lines by relocation of distribution sub stations or installations of additional new
distribution transformers.
Installation of lower capacity distribution transformers at each consumer premises instead of cluster
formation and substitution of distribution transformers with those having lower no load losses such as
amorphous core transformers.
Installation of shunt capacitors for improvement of power factor.
Installation of single-phase transformers to feed domestic and nondomestic load in rural areas.
Providing of small 25kVA distribution transformers with a distribution box attached to its body, having
provision for installation of meters, MCCB and capacitor.
Lying of direct insulated service line to each agriculture consumer from distribution transformers
Due to feeder renovation program T&D loss may be reduced from 60-70 % to 15-20 %.

9. Industrial / Urban Focus Program
Separations of Rural Feeders from Industrial Feeders.
Instantly release of New Industrial or HT connections.
Identify and Replacement of slow and sluggish meters by Electronics type meters.
In Industrial and agricultural Consumer adopt One Consumer, one Transformer scheme with meter should
be Introduced.

Change of old Service Line by armored cable.
Due to Feeder Renovation Program T&D loss may be reduced from 60-70 % to 15-20 %.

10. Strictly Follow Preventive Maintenance Program
Required to adopt Preventive Maintenance Program of line to reduce losses due to faulty / leakage line
parts. Required to tights of Joints, Wire to reduce leakage current.

How to reduce Non-Technical Losses?
1. Making mapping / Data of Distribution Line
Mapping of complete primary and secondary distribution system with all parameters such as conductor size, line
lengths etc.
Compilation of data regarding existing loads, operating conditions, forecast of expected loads etc. Preparation of
long-term plans for phased strengthening and improvement of the distribution systems along with transmission
system.

2. Implementation of energy audits schemes
It should be obligatory for all big industries and utilities to carry out Energy Audits of their system.
Further time bound action for initiating studies for realistic assessment of the total T&D Losses into technical and
non-technical losses has also to be drawn by utilities for identifying high loss areas to initiate remedial measures
to reduce the same.
The realistic assessment of T&D Loss of a utility greatly depends on the chosen sample size which in turn has a
bearing on the level of confidence desired and the tolerance limit of variation in results.
In view of this it is very essential to fix a limit of the sample size for realistic quick estimates of losses.

3. Mitigating power theft by Power theft checking Drives
Theft of electric power is a major problem faced by all electric utilities. It is necessary to make strict rule by State
Government regarding Power theft. Indian Electricity Act has been amended to make theft of energy and its
abatement as a cognizable offense with deterrent punishment of up to 3 years imprisonment.
The impact of theft is not limited to loss of revenue, it also affects power quality resulting in low voltage and
voltage dips.
Required to install proper seal management at Meter terminal Box, at CT/PT terminal to prevent power theft.
Identify Power theft area and required to expedite power theft checking drives. Installation of medium voltage
distribution (MVD) networks in theft-prone areas, with direct connection of each consumer to the low voltage
terminal of the supply transformer.
All existing unmetered services should be immediately stopped.

4. Replacement of Faulty/Sluggish Energy Meter
It is necessary to replacement of Faulty or sluggish Meter by Distribution Agency to reduce un metered
Electrical energy.
Required to test Meter periodically for testing of accuracy of meter. Replacement of old erroneous
electromechanical meters with accurate Electro static Meter (Micro presser base) for accurate
measurement of energy consumption.
Use of Meter boxes and seals them properly to ensure that the meters are properly sealed and cannot be
tampered.

5. Bill Collection facility
Increase Bill’s Payment Cells, Increasing drop Box facility in all Area for Payment Collection.
E-Payment facility gives more relief to Customer for bill Payment and Supply agency will get Payment
regularly and speedily from Customer.
Effectively disconnect the connection of defaulter Customer who does not pay the Bill rather than give them
chance to pay the bill.

6. Reduce Debit areas of Sub Division
Recovery of old debts in selected cases through legal, communication and judicial actions. Ensuring police action
when required to disconnect connection of defaulter Consumer.

7. Watchdog effect on users
Users must aware that the distribution Agency can monitor consumption at its convenience. This allows the
company fast detection of any abnormal consumption due to tampering or by-passing of a meter and enables the
company to take corrective action.
The result is consumer discipline. This has been shown to be extremely effective with all categories of large and
medium consumers having a history of stealing electricity. They stop stealing once they become aware that the
utility has the means to detect and record it.
These measures can significantly increase the revenues of utilities with high non-technical losses.

8. Loss Reduction Programmed
The increased hours of supply to Agriculture and Rural domestic consumers have resulted in higher loss levels
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